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Abstract: Smart grids (SGs) have been widely recognized as an enabling technology for delivering
sustainable energy transitions. SGs have a positive effect on the development of the world economy
and society. SG construction plays an important role in responding to global climate change and
promoting the sustainable development of the world economy and society. Under such a background,
this paper attempts to investigate patent collaborations of the SG field in China. Based on the
application data of collaborative patents from State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO) in China, this
study employs complex network theory and social network analysis (SNA) method and conducts
in-depth research on the patent collaboration network of SG field in China. The trend of patent
collaboration was examined, the collaboration network of SG-related patents was investigated, the
network characteristics, and the network structure were also explored. The results show that the
proportion of enterprises participating in patent collaboration is relatively large for SG field in China,
the percentage of collaboration relationships formed by different patent applicants varies greatly, and
that the State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC) plays an important role in patent collaboration in
SG field currently. It can also be found that patent collaboration is an effective form of cooperative
innovation among different entities. Finally, three suggestions are provided in response to the
existing problems.

Keywords: patent collaboration network; smart grids (SGs); network characteristics; network
structure; social network analysis (SNA)

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the global economy, the pressures on resources, environment,
and the ecological environment are increasing. As the most common form of energy in the world,
electric power is driven by the awareness of green energy conservation, and the smart grid, the modern
formulation of electric power system, has become a key area of development all over the world [1,2].
The major countries have set up ambitious goals relating to constructing an economical, efficient,
safe, and reliable green power grid [3]. Hence, a hatching thought about the grid is needed and a SG
conception is on the way [4–6].

SG technology is an emerging field in next-generation energy delivery and measurement [7–9].
In 2006, the green paper “A European Strategy for Sustainable, Competitive and Secure Energy” issued
by the European council emphasized that smart grid technology is a key technology and development
direction to ensure the power quality of the European grid [10]. In 2008, the U.S. Department of Energy
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indicated that a smart grid uses digital technology to improve reliability, security, and efficiency of
the electric system [11]. In 2009, the State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC) announced a three-stage
SG plan (2009–2020) for the construction of a “strong smart grid” [12]. Subsequently, in the “Twelfth
Five-Year Plan” and “Thirteenth Five-Year Plan”, the National Development and Reform Commission
announced the “Guidance catalogue of key products and services for strategic emerging industries”, in
which SGs are listed as a key development area in the new energy industry [13]. In the “Made in China
2025” strategic plan, SG construction is once again being emphasized, and SGs are being developed
as a key target. On the other hand, China’s SG industry exports have shown rapid growth trend in
the markets of developed countries, and the export competitiveness of the SG industry has gradually
increased. Therefore, the construction of SGs is a guarantee to promote the development of China’s
“One Belt and One Road” strategy. It can be seen that developing SGs is of certain importance and
inevitability, and it is of strategic significance for promoting social and economic development.

The vigorous development of SGs can reasonably regulate the distribution of electricity, improve
the efficiency of energy use, optimize the energy structure, promote energy conservation and emission
reduction, effectively respond to the challenges from the transformation of energy strategies, and boost
the building of a resource-conserving and environment-friendly society in China [14–16]. The role,
at the same time, is of great significance to global energy structure adjustment and sustainable
development. Given this situation, it is an emerging task to detect the development trend of SG industry.
However, few studies focus on SGs industry’s technological innovation and patent collaboration.
This research attempts to investigate the patent collaboration network of SG field in China, analyze the
trend of patent collaboration, explore the network characteristics and the network structure, and aims
to discover the potential of the SGs industry’s technological innovation and patent-pool construction
in China.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of previous
studies on smart grid, patent collaboration network, and social network analysis. Section 3 introduces
the methodology and data. Section 4 presents the numerical results and discussions. Section 5
concludes with the major findings and their policy implications.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Smart Grid

SGs aim to deliver and monitor electricity consumption using multidirectional technologies that
allocate and measure power flows dynamically to ensure efficiency, savings, and reliability [17]. Due to
global warming and the high cost of traditional electricity production, it is necessary to improve
energy production, transmission, and distribution management by building SGs with integrated
systems [18,19]. SGs have the potential to support a broad range of advanced energy technologies on
both the supply-side and demand-side of energy management [20–22]. SGs have been increasingly
developed worldwide since the mid-2000s, most observably in the US, the UK, Italy, Japan, and South
Korea [23,24]. Studies have pointed out that Europe and the U.S. lead the development of SGs systems,
while Brazil and India strongly depend on foreign technology and investment for development in their
countries [25,26]. Meanwhile, an increasing number of studies is paying attention to the development
of China’s SG field [13–16].

Obviously, the SG industry has become the current research hotspot, and many scholars have
carried out a large number of related researches. In this context, it is necessary to investigate the
development trend and potential of SG technology.

2.2. Patent Collaboration Network

Technological innovation has extensively been studied to promote the sustainability and
upgrading of industries [27–29]. The most important recent issue has been the dynamics of
collaborative innovation among industries [30,31]. Moreover, a lot of countries are promoting industrial
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cluster policies that facilitate collaborative innovation among industries in specific regions, and
emphasizing that the key is creating networks among industries [32–35]. Patent data is an open
and available data source. In actuality, patent application information provides data concerning the
inventors and assignees of technology collaborations and inventive processes [36]. Numerous studies
evaluated patents with joint university–industry ownership, or collaborative patents, to measure
the development trends of university–industry collaborative (UIC) technologies worldwide [37–39].
Evaluating collaborative patents facilitates researchers in gaining a better understanding of the
expansion of knowledge [40] and the collaboration networks within innovation systems [41]. Plenty of
studies employed a patent network analysis method to observe the distribution of UIC patents
over time, thereby determining technology development trends [42–45]. In recent years, abundant
studies have employed network analysis methods to investigate the patent collaboration and patent
collaboration network in specific industries, especially in nano-related industries [46,47].

In summary, patent collaboration network is an important form of collaborative innovation, and
cooperative innovation is becoming increasingly frequent. Many scholars have been concerned on
related research from various perspectives, including collaboration types, collaboration characteristics,
collaboration motivations, etc. However, there are few studies focusing on the patent collaboration
network of the SG industry. In this paper, we attempt to explore the patent collaboration network for
SG industry.

2.3. Social Network Analysis

Social network analysis (SNA) is an interdisciplinary academic method used in social psychology,
sociology, statistics, and graph theory [48]. Regarding collaborative innovation research, SNA is a major
method because of its interdisciplinary nature [49]. In recent years, developments of SNA brought
up several software tools that facilitate visualization [50], analysis, and interpretation of collaborative
creativity [51]; examining technological evolution [52]; explaining the relationship between technology
fields (IPC classes); patent applicants; inventors; patent documents; etc. [53,54]. Moreover, SNA
is extensively used in examining the trend of cross-border and international patent collaboration
network [48,55,56], illustrating collaboration networks between inventors and applicants [57,58]. Also,
there are many scholars employed SNA to analyze citation networks [59–62].

Therefore, it is obvious that SNA can help identify local and global patterns, locate influential
entities, and examine network dynamics, and that such analysis can serve as a very feasible and
effective method in investigating patent collaboration networks and citation networks.

Summarizing the above, in this paper we employ an SNA method to explore and investigate the
patent collaboration network for China’s SGs.

3. Methodology and Data

3.1. Data Sources

The patent data used in this paper are derived from the patent retrieval and analysis system built
by the State Intellectual Property Office of China (SIPO), the official department in charge of all the
intellectual property of the country. The keywords search strategy is combined to adopt the method
proposed by Alan L. Porter in 2008 [63], which extracts keywords from the literature, and seeks advice
and suggestions from experts and scholars in SG field, then amends keywords and determines the
search method, and continuously optimizes and adjusts this search method afterwards according
to the test of the search results. In this study, first of all, an advanced search method is employed
by combining inputting keywords and filtering by selection to obtain all patent data related to key
technologies in SG field, totaling 9380 patents were registered. Then, the manual retrieval method was
used to filter the patent data with collaborative characteristics in the SG field, and showed that a total
number of 2955 collaborative patents were registered, a total of 2175 patent collaboration relationships
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were formed among different applicants, and a total of 7037 patent collaboration times were formed.
Finally, Gephi software was adopted to visualize patent data and patent collaboration relationships.

3.2. Methodology

A social network is a social structure made up of a set of social actors (such as individuals
or organizations), sets of dyadic ties, and other social interactions between actors. Most of the
contemporary innovation activity involves the interaction of multitudinous innovation entities
(individuals, firms, universities, research institutes, etc.) and hence the complexity of this social
network has increased in an unprecedented way. The application of the social network analysis,
which originates in anthropology and sociology, in the economic and management analysis is expected
to give further input besides the other parametric techniques such as econometrics, statistics, and
so on [64]. Social network analysis serves to identify local and global patterns, locate influential
entities, and examine network dynamics. The value of social network analysis lies in its ability
to map landscapes and illuminate linkages, interactions, and behavioral patterns [65,66]. It is an
interdisciplinary academic method used in psychology, sociology, statistics [48], etc. So far, the method
has been widely used in various perspectives of social sciences. This study employs social network
analysis to construct a patent collaboration network for key technologies in SG field and analyzes the
characteristics and structure of this network.

3.2.1. Network Density

Network density refers to the ratio of actual connections to all potential connections in a network.
A higher network density indicates a higher interaction frequency between nodes in the network, a
higher frequency and faster speed of knowledge information transmission. The formula for calculating
network density D is shown as follows.

D =
2M

n(n − 1)
(1)

where M is the number of actual connections, n is the number of nodes, and n(n−1)
2 is the potential

connections in the network; the range of D is [0, 1].

3.2.2. Average Path Length

Average path length is the average value of the geodesic path length between any pair of nodes
in the network. A longer average path length denotes a higher connectivity of the entire network.
The formula for calculating average path length L is shown as follows.

L =
1

1
2 n(n − 1)∑i>j

dij (2)

where dij is the distance between node i and node j.

3.2.3. Average Clustering Coefficient

A node’s clustering coefficient is the ratio of the number of actual connections between the
node’s neighbors, to the number of the maximum potential connections between those neighbors.
The network’s clustering coefficient is the average of the clustering coefficients for all the nodes.
The formula for calculating average clustering coefficient C is shown as follows.

C =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Ci (3)
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where the clustering coefficient of node i is Ci = 2ei/ki(ki − 1), ki is the number of neighbor nodes for
node i, and ei is the number of connections between neighbor nodes.

3.2.4. Node Centrality

Centrality reflects the importance of one node within the entire network. Node centrality is mainly
reflected by the measurement of indicators such as degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness
centrality, eigenvector centrality, etc.

3.2.5. Network Coherency

Network coherency is mainly measured by network density, the average distance between
nodes, and cohesion. Network diagrams are classified into four types based on network connectivity,
including fully connected graphs, maximal connected subgraphs, weakly connected graphs, and
strongly connected graphs.

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Patent Collaboration Network Construction

In this paper, 2955 registered collaborative patents are statistically analyzed in chronological order,
as shown in Figure 1. It can be found that from 2007 to 2016, the number of cooperative patents in
SG field has shown a gradual upward trend, indicating that the innovation cooperation in this field is
continuously strengthening, and the number of invention patents exceeds utility model patents to a
large extent.
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Figure 1. Patent collaboration trend from 2007 to 2016.

In this paper, each patent applicant is regarded as a network node, the depth of the node color
and the size of the node indicate the number of other nodes connected to this node, that is, the degree
to which the importance of the network node and nodes of different colors represent different types
of patent applicants. If there are two or more patent applicants in one patent, it is considered to be a
collaborative relationship. In the patent collaboration network, the connection between two nodes
indicates the collaboration between different patent applicants, the depth of the connection color
and the thickness of the connection indicate the frequency of collaborations between the two patent
applicants, e.g., the weight of the connection reflecting the intensity of collaboration; the connections
of different colors represent patent collaboration relationships between patent applicants of different
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types. Then, Gephi software is used to illustrate the patent collaboration network in the SG field,
the network model is shown in Figure 2. One-thousand-and-forty-three nodes represent 1043 patent
applicants; the largest node is the State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC), with the deepest color.
The SGCC is located at the core of the network, the colors of other nodes gradually become shallower
from the inside to the outside, and the size of the nodes gradually decreases from the inside to the
outside. SGCC is the node with the largest number of connected nodes, indicating that SGCC is the
most important node in the network. The China Electric Power Research Institute, State Grid Jiangsu
Electric Power Co., Ltd., State Grid Zhejiang Electric Power Co., Ltd., and other nodes shown in
the figure are relatively important nodes. Two-thousand-one-hundred-and-seventy-five connections
represent 2175 patent collaborative relationships between different patent applicants, the connection
between SGCC and China Electric Power Research Institute is the thickest, with the deepest color, and
the collaboration between the two patent applicants is the most frequent. The connections between
SGCC and the State Grid Jiangsu Electric Power Co., Ltd.; SGCC and State Grid Tianjin Electric Power
Company, SGCC and the XJ Group Corporation; and SGCC and the State Grid Zhejiang Electric
Power Co., Ltd. are relatively thicker, with a deeper color, indicating that they have a relatively higher
intensity of collaboration.
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4.2. Patent Collaboration Network Characteristics

4.2.1. Types of Applicants

According to the relevant patent data selected in this paper, patent applicants are divided into four
types: enterprise, university, research institute, and individual. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the
number of patent collaboration in the form of enterprise accounts for 75.6% of the total collaborative
patents, and the proportion of research institute, individual, and university individuals participating
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in patent collaboration is 11.3%, 7%, and 6.1% respectively. This shows that in the smart grid field, the
enterprise is the dominated part for participating in collaborative patents, while individual, university,
and research institutes contribute relatively less. The main reason for this distribution may be due
to that enterprises are more inclined to convert technological innovations and other scientific and
technological achievements into patents and other forms, thereby forming the competitiveness of
enterprises in the industry. Therefore, the enterprise type accounts for a large proportion of patent
collaboration applications. Most of the patent applicants applying in their personal form belong to
enterprises, universities, or research institutes. In other words, most of the individual patents are
applying in the name of enterprises, universities, or research institutes, meaning that the ownership
of patents belonging to platform and individual types accounts for a relatively small percentage of
patent collaboration applications. Moreover, universities and research institutes have strong scientific
research capabilities. They can independently research and develop related technologies in SG field,
and rarely apply for patents in collaboration with other types of entities. Therefore, the proportion
of patent collaboration applications between university and research institute types is relatively less.
In this paper, Gephi software is used to visualize the applicant composition of the constructed patent
collaboration network in SG field, as shown in Figure 4. The purple, blue, green, and orange modules
represent enterprise, university, research institute, and individual respectively. Figure 4 shows the
number and distribution of different types of nodes in the patent collaboration network. In this
network, the numbers of nodes for enterprises, universities, research institutes and individuals are
788, 64, 118, and 73 respectively. The largest core node is the enterprise type, apart from the core node,
other nodes of enterprise type are evenly distributed in the semiperiphery and periphery [67,68] of the
network. Most nodes for university and research institute type are concentrated in the semiperiphery
of the network, and a few nodes for university and research institute type are located in the periphery
of the network. The nodes for individual type are mainly concentrated in the periphery of the network,
and only two nodes for individual type are located in the semiperiphery of the network.
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4.2.2. Types of Collaboration Relationships

According to different types of patent applicants, the patent collaboration relationships are
divided into ten types, namely, enterprise–enterprise, enterprise–individual, enterprise–university,
enterprise–research institute, university–university, university–individual, university–research
institute, research institute–individual, research institute–research institute, and individual–individual.
The patent collaboration situation of different collaborative types in SG field from 2007 to 2016 is
shown in Figure 5. It can be found that the type of enterprise–enterprise accounts for the highest
proportion, up to 57.96%, and the type of enterprise–research institute and enterprise–university also
have higher proportions, being 19.68% and 10.34%, respectively. It also can be seen that the number of
three types, namely, enterprise–individual, university–university, and university–individual, is very
small, and no collaborative patents have been found of research institute-individual type. Then, Gephi
software is used to visualize the collaborative relationship network, as shown in Figure 6, nine colors of
connections (purple, dark green, blue, red, black, orange, light green, brown, and gray) represent nine
types of patent collaboration relationships, namely, enterprise–enterprise, enterprise–research institute,
enterprise–university, university–research institute, individual–individual, research institute–research
institute, enterprise–individual, university–university, and university–individual. It can be found
that the patent collaboration relationships between the same color nodes occupy the major accounts,
while the relationships between different color nodes are relatively small, as well as that the main
collaboration relationship is patent collaboration between enterprises and enterprises. There are
relatively more patent collaborations between research institutes, universities, and enterprises, and
other types of patent collaboration are relatively fewer. The thickness of the connections between
different color nodes indicates the degree of patent collaboration. From Figure 6, it can be seen that
the degree of patent collaboration between different color nodes is relatively weak, reflecting that the
collaboration relationship between different types of applicants is not very close in SG field.
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4.2.3. Number of Applicants Involved

A statistical analysis is made on the number of applicants involved in collaborative patents, as
shown in Figure 7. It can be found that among collaborative invention patents, collaborative utility
model patents, and total collaborative patents, the most patents are completed by two applicants,
the proportion of two applicants involved in collaborative patents accounts for 52.61%, followed by
three applicants and four applicants, and the number of five, six, and seven applicants involved in
collaborative patents is small. It is obvious that in the SG field, collaborative patents are more inclined
to be applied by two applicants and three applicants. This may be because the excessive number of
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participants will make the coordination between the applicants more difficult and not conducive to
patent collaboration.
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4.3. Patent Collaboration Network Structure

4.3.1. Basic Characteristics of Patent Cooperation Network Structure

The patent collaboration network in the SG field is explored and analyzed based on the basic
structural characteristics of the network, as shown in Table 1. It can be seen that the density of the
patent collaboration network is 0.004, indicating that this network is not dense enough, the average
path length of this network is 2.635, this value is significantly smaller than the average path length
of a random network of the same size, indicating that the knowledge exchange and information
transmission capability in this network is strong, while the average clustering coefficient of this
network is 0.745, this value is significantly larger than the average clustering coefficient of a random
network of the same size, and the degree of aggregation is high. Overall, the patent collaboration
network in SG field has a shorter average path length and a higher clustering coefficient, indicating
that this network presents the characteristics of a small world network. There are 2175 connections
and 7307 connecting times in the network, the number of connecting times is significantly larger than
that of the same-sized random network, denoting that there is more frequent communication and
higher collaboration intensity within SG field. Moreover, as shown in Figure 8, the number of nodes,
connections, and connecting times for maximal connected subgraphs in the network are 818, 1982, and
6901, respectively, accounting for 78.43%, 91.13%, and 94.44% of the total. It shows that the network
has good connectivity, there are good communication channels between different applicants, and that
the communication is relatively close.
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Table 1. Characteristics of patent collaboration network structure.

Network
Number of

Network
Nodes

Number of
Network

Connections

Network
Density

Connecting
Times

Average
Clustering
Coefficient

Average
Path Length

Number of
Connected
Subgraphs

Number of
Nodes of
Maximal

Connected
Subgraphs

Number of
Connections
of Maximal
Connected
Subgraphs

Connecting
Times of
Maximal

Connected
Subgraphs

Patent
collaboration

network
1043 2175 0.004 7307 0.745 2.635 93 818 (78.43%) 1982

(91.13%)
6901

(94.44%)

Random
network 1043 2192 0.004 2192 0.007 4.92 - - - -
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4.3.2. Important Nodes of Patent Cooperation Network

The top ranked important nodes in the patent collaboration network of SG field are sorted based
on four indicators—degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality, and eigenvector
centrality—as shown in Table 2. It is obvious that the State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC) has
always been in the first place for the four indicators, and its role is extremely prominent. It is the hub
node in the network and is at the core position in the network, reflecting the core position of SGCC in
the patent collaboration network and the great influence on cooperative innovation and R&D in SG
field, with strong influence and control. The nodes of the China Electric Power Research Institute, State
Grid Jiangsu Electric Power Co., Ltd., NARI Technology Co., Ltd., and North China Electric Power
University are among the top ten for the four indicators, which play important roles in promoting the
technological innovation in SG field.

From the indicator of degree centrality, it can be seen that the top ten nodes have higher degree
centrality, indicating that they have wider collaboration relationships with other nodes and occupy
relatively important positions in the network. The top ten nodes are composed of seven enterprises,
two research institutes, and one university, indicating that enterprises have made greater contributions
to the development of SG field. From the indicator of closeness centrality, it can be seen that the top
ten nodes are composed of seven enterprises, two universities, and one research institute; they are
close to other nodes and are located in the central area of the whole network, which has a far-reaching
influence on other nodes. From the indicator of betweenness centrality, it can be seen that the top ten
nodes are composed of six enterprises, three universities, and one research institute. They occupy the
key positions of the interconnection between nodes, and these nodes have more channel advantages in
knowledge exchange, information transmission and technical cooperation, with strong capabilities to
schedule resources. From the indicator of eigenvector centrality, it can be seen that the top ten nodes
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are composed of seven enterprises, two research institutes, and one university, these nodes have good
collaborative relationships with their neighbor nodes, and their neighbor nodes are also in a relatively
important position in the network, thus they often achieve innovative collaboration through a strong
alliance. In addition, there are relatively close cooperative relationships between a small number
of enterprises, which are mainly engaged in R&D for SG field in the form of a parent–subsidiary
corporation, such as XJ Group Corporation, Far East Cable Co., Ltd., etc. It can also be seen from
Table 2 that in the patent collaboration network of SG field, the SGCC is a hub point connected to many
nodes, which plays a leading role in the operation of the entire network. At the same time, there is a
seriously uneven distribution for the degree centrality of the nodes in the entire network, and most
nodes in the network have only a small number of connections. Therefore, the patent collaboration
network of SG field has the characteristics of a scale-free network.

Table 2. Important nodes of patent collaboration network.

Degree Centrality Closeness Centrality Betweenness Centrality Eigenvector Centrality

State Grid Corporation of China State Grid Corporation of
China State Grid Corporation of China State Grid Corporation of

China
China Electric Power Research

Institute
China Electric Power Research

Institute
China Electric Power Research

Institute
China Electric Power Research

Institute
State Grid Jiangsu Electric

Power Co., Ltd.
State Grid Jiangsu Electric

Power Co., Ltd.
State Grid Shanghai Municipal

Electric Power Company
State Grid Jiangsu Electric

Power Co., Ltd.
State Grid Zhejiang Electric

Power Co., Ltd.
State Grid Zhejiang Electric

Power Co., Ltd.
Beijing Sifang automation Co.,

Ltd. NARI Technology Co., Ltd.

NARI Technology Co., Ltd. North China Electric Power
University

South China University of
Technology

State Grid Zhejiang Electric
Power Co., Ltd.

North China Electric Power
University NARI Technology Co., Ltd. Shanghai Jiaotong University North China Electric Power

University

XJ Group Corporation State Grid Shanghai Municipal
Electric Power Company NR electric NARI Group Corporation

State Grid Fujian Electric Power
Company Shanghai Jiaotong University NARI Technology Co., Ltd.

State Grid Jiangsu Electric
Power Company Research

Institute
State Grid Shanghai Municipal

Electric Power Company NR Electric Tsinghua University XJ Group Corporation

State Grid Jiangsu Electric
Power Company Research

Institute

Beijing Sifang automation Co.,
Ltd. XJ Electric Co., Ltd. State Grid Tianjin Electric

Power Company

4.3.3. Regional Distribution of Patent Cooperation Network

According to the region where the patent applicant is located, the structural characteristics of
the network are analyzed from the perspective of regional distribution. According to the statistics,
the regional distribution of patent collaboration in the SG field is shown in Figure 9. It can be found
that except for the number of patent collaboration in Tibet is zero, the other 30 regions have patent
collaboration. The sum of patent collaboration in the seven regions of Beijing, Jiangsu, Shandong,
Shanghai, Henan, Guangdong, and Zhejiang accounted for 79% of the total number, occupying the
dominant positions of patent collaboration in SG field. Among them, Beijing has contributed the
most to collaborative R&D in the SG field, and the number of patent collaboration accounts for 36%.
In general, the level of collaborative R&D in the eastern coastal areas is relatively strong, while the
central and western regions are relatively low.
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5. Conclusions and Suggestions

5.1. Conclusions

In this paper, we analyzed the construction, characteristics, and structure of patent collaboration
network in SG field using patent data from SIPO. The main findings are as follows.

(1) Patent collaboration is an effective form of cooperative innovation among different subjects,
and it is one of the effective ways to promote cooperative R&D and technological innovation in SG
field. Compared with the development of foreign smart grids, China is still in the early stage of
development. The number of patent collaboration applications in this field is small, and the patent
collaboration network is small and not dense enough. Through the analysis of the patent collaboration
in SG field, it can be found that the proportion of enterprises participating in patent collaboration is
relatively large, while universities, research institutes, and individuals only occupy smaller parts.

(2) The patent collaboration relationships of enterprise–enterprise, enterprise–university, and
enterprise–research institute occupy a large proportion of patent collaborations in SG field, the
patent collaboration relationships of individual–individual, research institute–research institute, and
university–research institute account for a certain proportion of patent collaborations, while the patent
collaboration relationships of enterprise–individual, university–university, university–individual
account for a relatively small proportion. However, there is no patent collaboration between research
institutes and individuals. It can be concluded that in SG field, the proportions of collaborative
relationship types formed by different patent applicants are quite different.

(3) At present, SGCC has an important position in patent collaboration in SG field. This field has
formed a patent collaboration network with SGCC as its core, and the network has good connectivity.
However, there are still some marginal entities (including individuals and small companies/group
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company subsidiaries) in the network, and a patent collaboration network dominated by multiple
cores has not yet been formed. Moreover, the level of collaborative R&D and technological innovation
in the eastern coastal areas is relatively strong, while the central and western regions are relatively low.

5.2. Suggestions

(1) It is necessary for the government to rationally allocate resources for cooperative innovation
of different types of entities. It is also essential to fully encourage universities, research institutes, and
individuals to actively participate in collaborative innovation, especially mobilize the collaboration
enthusiasm of universities and research institutes, give full play to their scientific research capabilities,
and advocate individuals’ innovation according to the government’s policy “mass entrepreneurship,
innovation”, and then promote the collaborative innovation in SG field.

(2) It would be rational to adjust the proportional structure of different types of patent collaborative
relationships in SG field. It is a necessary attempt to promote patent collaboration between research
institutes and individuals. At the same time, it is crucial to vigorously encourage patent collaboration
between universities and universities, enterprises and individuals, and universities and individuals,
remembering not to ignore the important role of individuals in patent collaboration. It is worth
noting that research institutes and universities have strong independent R&D capabilities, thus they
can achieve their strong alliances through cooperation. Moreover, it is necessary to strengthen the
intensity and frequency of collaboration between enterprises and universities, research institutes
and research institutes, and universities and research institutes, and realize the optimization and
integration of resources such as manpower, technology, knowledge, and information in order to
accomplish collaborative patents of higher quality.

(3) The government needs to support some important innovation entities (such as China Electric
Power Research Institute, State Grid Jiangsu Electric Power Co., Ltd. etc.) to form a number of
large-scale collaborative innovation associations, as well as a patent collaboration network dominated
by multiple cores, and realize the balanced development of different types of innovation subjects. It is
necessary for important innovation entities to radiate different regions of the country geographically,
and developed regions should assist underdeveloped regions to achieve common development.
In addition, it is significant to encourage marginal entities to actively participate in large-scale
innovation communities, broadly establish cooperative relationships, strengthen the exchange of
knowledge and information, promote technological innovation, form a fully connected network, and
eventually enhance overall level of technological innovation for the patent collaboration network in
SG field.
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